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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the emerging technology in today’s world to connect billions of electronic devices and providing the data security to these electronic devices while transmission from the attacks is a big challenging task. These electronic devices are smaller and consume less power. The conventional security algorithms are complex with its computations and not suitable for IoT environments. In this article, the hardware architecture of the new Lightweight encryption algorithm (LEA) for the secured Internet of things (SIoT) is designed, which includes Encryption, decryption along with key generation process. The New LEA-SIoT is a hybrid combination of the Feistel networks and Substitution-permutation Network (SPN). The encryption/decryption architecture is the composition of Logical operations, substitution transformations, and swapping. The encryption/decryption process is designed for 64-bit data input and 64-bit key inputs. The key generation process is designed with the help of KHAZAD block cipher algorithm. The encryption and key generation process are executing in parallel with pipelined architecture with five rounds to improve the hardware and computational complexity in IoT systems. The LEA-SIoT is designed on the Xilinx platform and implemented on Artix-7 FPGA. The hardware constraints like area, power, and timing utilization are summarized. The Comparison of the LEA-SIoT with similar security algorithms is tabulated with improvements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are billions of devices connected on the internet, and a massive amount of data being generated from these devices and collect these data in IoT with authentication, service support, and privacy is a big challenging task. The future of the IoT is more in general to the public usage in-terms of smart homes, smart cities, virtual power plants, smart grids, intelligent transportation. To secure the data in the IoT environment, the lightweight security algorithms are suitable and essential because of less computational complexity. These lightweight algorithms are analyzed with a security level, hardware technology, throughput, latency, energy and power consumption, Memory utilization, and efficiency [1-3]. The IoT architecture is designed based on the layers used on the applications. The 3-layer architecture includes a physical, network, and application layer is used. The 4-layer architecture includes data perception, heterogeneous network access, data management, and intelligent service layer. 5-layer IoT consists of Perception layer, network, processing layer, application, and business layer. The different attacks on IoT, which includes Denial of service (DoS), Man-in Middle, Wormhole, alteration, fabrication, and eavesdropping. The security challenges of IoT is security and data protection, authentication, privacy, access control, trust, and policy enforcement [4-6].

Section “A” discusses the background of the previous research works of Security algorithms for IoT applications followed by research gaps in section “B”. Section II describes the Lightweight encryption algorithm (LEA) for the secured Internet of things (SIoT) with detailed hardware architecture. Section III explains the simulation results of the LEA-SIoT and analyze the hardware constraints of LEA-SIoT and comparison of the LEA-SIoT with other Security algorithms with improvements. Section IV concludes the overall work with improvements and future work.

A. The Background

This section discusses the existing work of different Security algorithms for IoT environments. The Goyal et al. [9] presents a Public key algorithm for low power IoT devices, which includes Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (EC-DH) method. This EC-DH provides extended security with low power consumption for IoT gadgets with nominal processing speed and also compare with Diffie-Hellman (DH), and RSA algorithm with minor improvements. The Safi [10-11] describes the new hybrid encryption method to provide the security in IoT using public, private key along with digital signatures. The Advanced-encryption-standard (AES) is used for the public key, and NTRU is used for Private and digital signature. This hybrid method uses a software-based approach, which is not compactable with real-time hardware IoT environments. Khan et al. [12] present a performance analysis of different security algorithms like AES, SHA, and ECC using crypto++ library with C for small IoT applications and implemented on hardware Raspberry Pi-3. Landge et al. [13] describe the Message Digest (MD)-5 hashing algorithm for secure IoT using software platform. The sender and receiver hash information with execution time on server base is discussed. The Elliptic Curve scalar multiplication model is
presented by Venugopal et al. [14] for IoT security with smaller key sizes. The multiplier has two variants of Karatsuba to improve chip utilization. Hajj et al. [15] present the analysis of the cryptographic algorithms on a hardware platform for IoT devices. The algorithms include symmetric, asymmetric, and, hashing, along with signature algorithms, are demonstrated on the Raspberry Pi model. The hybrid encryption algorithm is described by Chandu et al. [16] which includes the AES algorithm for data transmission in the cloud and RSA algorithm encrypts the AES key which is used by the authorized user. Only AES part is performed by FPGA hardware, and the RSA part is done by Matlab environments. Liang et al. [17] present an authentication algorithm for identification of data under the IoT environment. The Hausdorff distance (HS) based algorithm is used for position selection, characteristic matching, and identification of data. Guruprasad et al. [18] present an analysis of security algorithms on FPGA platform which includes AES with different key sizes. Data encryption standard (DES), Triple DES (TDES), and Light encryption device (LED). Samir et al. [19] explain the lightweight hardware security algorithms for IoT on ASIC and FPGA platform. The hardware complexity in the IoT environment is resolved using authentication block ciphers. The dynamically reconfigurable security algorithm is presented by Yao et al. [20] for IoT, which includes AES and TDES algorithms are used to realize the dynamic switching in the reconfigurable partition, and core controller controls it. Tao et al. [21] explain about hardware-based block cipher with secured data collection for IoT based Healthcare, and KATAN security algorithm is used to provide crypto information from the patients and to doctor via a secured share cloud server. Ahmed et al. [22] presents the lightweight encryption algorithm for secured IoT on the Matlab platform and also implemented on 8-bit Microcontroller.

B. Research Gap

From the review of recent literature, it has been noticed that the amount of work carried on Security algorithms for IoT environment is based on software approaches and few on hardware-based approaches like simple microcontroller and raspberry-pi. In the available existing hardware-based approaches carried most of them with conventional security algorithms. These existing algorithms are facing hardware complexity, performance degradation, and more chip area consumption with massive power consumption in the IoT environment. The existing lightweight encryption algorithms uses more computational rounds for the confusion, which leads to more chip area and affect the system performance. These lightweight encryption algorithms face significant security challenges in the IoT environment. Thus there is a need for “cost-effective new lightweight encryption algorithm for Secure IoT environment.”.

II. PROPOSED WORK

In this section, the proposed Lightweight encryption algorithm is designed for secure IoT (LEA-SIoT) is explained with its hardware architectures.

The proposed algorithm provides a suitable simple and efficient Hardware architecture for real-time IoT environment security. There are several block cipher algorithms with different network structures implemented with its own merits and demerits. In general, there are five different types of block ciphers available with different network structures namely Feistel network (FN), Substitution permutation networks (SPN), LFSR-based approach, Add-Rotate XOR (ARX) and hybrid combination approach.

In the proposed design, a hybrid approach is used with the combination of a Feistel network (FN) & SPN. The FN is having a major advantage of using almost similar encryption-decryption process. The SPN provides different rounds of substitution, which ensures the ciphertext is available in a pseudo-random manner. So the hybrid approach based architecture provides a new lightweight block cipher algorithm with efficient security and less computational complexity in IOT environment.

The lightweight encryption algorithm (LEA) for secured IoT (SIoT) is a symmetric key block-cipher (SKC) model which consist of 64-bit plain text and 64-bit key input. In general, most of the block cipher encryption process consists of many rounds of operations to keep the security process stronger. So each round of operation is designed based on some mathematics operations to create confusion. If the number of rounds increases, the system can provide better security with more resource utilization on a chip.

In the proposed design, only five rounds of operations are considered to improve the chip area and computational complexity in the IoT environment. The LEA-SIoT model mainly consists of encryption, decryption, and key generation process. Table I shows the notations with its functions used in the hardware architecture of the encryption, decryption, and key generation process. The detailed explanation of each process is discussed in the below section.

A. Key Generation Module

The complete data information, along with security is dependent on the key. If attackers know about the key, the data information will be lost. The encryption and decryption are processed with the same key input, which is having 64-bit. For each encryption-decryption round, the separate key generation input is provided to maintain the security. In this design, the Feistel-network based encryption algorithm is processed with five rounds using five different key inputs. The key generation provides the five unique keys to the encryption-decryption process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>XNOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>XOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>SBOX-Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#, #</td>
<td>Concatenation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The proposed algorithm provides a 64-bit key which is used to encrypt the 64-bit plain text data. The 64-bit key input \( K_0 \) is considered from the user interest. The 64-bit key input is expanded in the key expansion block, and perform the substantial process to create the confusion for the given \( K_0 \) to generate the five different keys. The key generation process mainly includes substantial process followed by concatenation and S-Box function (SF) to generate the five different keys like \( K_1, K_2, K_3, K_4, \) and \( K_5 \) are represented in Fig. 1. The key generation process is explained in the below steps as follows.

The 64-bit key input \( K_0 \) is divided into 16 segments, each of 4-bits. Consider the 16-segments, perform initial substitution as per below equation (1).

\[
K_{Sj} = \sum_{j=1}^{4} K_j 4(j-1)+i
\]  

(1)

Where \( j = 1 \) to 4 for each block creation with 4-bits and \( i = 1 \) to 4 for the first four rounds of key process. The single 16-bit block is generated with 4-segments. The first block \( K_{Sj} \) contains \( \{K_{1j}, K_{2j}, K_{3j}, K_{4j}\} \) as a first segment, \( \{K_{5j}, K_{6j}, K_{7j}, K_{8j}\} \) as a second segment, \( \{K_{9j}, K_{10j}, K_{11j}, K_{12j}\} \) as a third segment, and \( \{K_{13j}, K_{14j}, K_{15j}, K_{16j}\} \) as the fourth segment for first round key generation process. Similarly, for \( K_{S2}, K_{S3}, \) and \( K_{S4} \), will be calculated for second, third, and fourth blocks in key round process, respectively.

The 16-bit four blocks \( K_{S1}, K_{S2}, K_{S3}, \) and \( K_{S4} \), are passed to S-Box function (SF) as represented in the equation (2).

\[
K_i = SF(K_{Si})
\]

(2)

The S-Box function (SF) mainly contains P and Q tables; these tables have linear and non-linear transformations, which results in confusion and diffusion are represented in Fig. 2. The S-Box Function is taken from the Khazad block cipher [7][8]. The linear and non-linear transformations are represented by P and Q table is tabulated in Table II and Table III, respectively. The four S-Box function (SF) outputs are stored in four temporary registers (R) and the register outputs represented as first four key outputs, namely, \( K_1, K_2, K_3, \) and \( K_4 \).

To generate the 5th key \( K_5 \), perform the XOR operation of the first four round keys \( (K_1, K_2, K_3, K_4) \), and it is represented in the below equation (3).

\[
K_5 = \bigoplus_{i=1}^{4} K_i
\]

(3)

B. Encryption Module

The encryption process has 64-bit plain text input along with 5-round keys input, and the Hardware architecture of the encryption process is represented in Fig. 3. The encryption process mainly composed with logical operators (XOR, XNOR), substitution transformations and swapping along with pipelined registers in the architecture. The encryption process runs parallel with a key generation process with round keys to improve the latency of the system.

TABLE II. P–TABLE FOR SBOX-FUNCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P(i)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. Q–TABLE FOR SBOX-FUNCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q(ii)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First, decompose the 64-bit plain text (P_I) into 4-blocks. Each block contains 16-bit input data. The plain text (P_I) has 4-blocks, P_I [0:15], P_I [16:31], P_I [32:47] and P_I [48:63]. These 4-blocks are used to process the encryption operation. These 4-blocks input data are processed in each round with swapping to altering the originality of bits, and it is necessary to create the confusion and diffusion about ciphertext. The corresponding round key Ki from key generation is performed the bitwise- XNOR operation with P_I [0:15] to generate the R_11 and lk1 in the left-hand side. Similarly with P_I [48:63] to generate the R_14 and rk1 in the right-hand side, respectively. The XNOR outputs lk1 and rk1 are feed separately to S-Box function (SF) to generate the lf1 and rf1 as represented in Fig. 3.

The same key generation S-Box-function (SF) is used in the encryption process. To perform the XOR operation of lf1 and rf1 separately with swapped plain text P_I [32:47] and P_I [16:31] to generate the R_12 and R_13 outputs respectively. The R_11, R_12, R_13, and R_14 are first round encryption outputs and stored in a pipelined register (R) to maintain the synchronization with key generation process. In general, the round operation outputs are expressed in the below equation (4).

\[
P_{T,i,j} = \text{XNOR} K_i : j = 1 \& 4 \\
R_{i,j} = P_{T,i,j+1} \oplus lf_i : j = 2 \\
P_{T,i,j-1} \oplus rf_i : j = 3
\]

Where i = 1 to 4 to perform the second, third, fourth, and fifth round transformation outputs. The final ciphertext will be generated after the 5th round transformation, and are shown in equation (5).

\[
C_T = R_{31} \# R_{32} \# R_{33} \# R_{34}
\]

C. Decryption Module

The decryption process is almost similar to the encryption process with a few changes in the architecture, and it is represented in Fig. 4. The encryption process output 64-bit ciphertext as an input to the decryption process. First, decompose the 64-bit ciphertext (C_I) into 4-blocks. The 4-blocks are C_I [0:15], C_I [16:31], C_I [32:47] and C_I [48:63]. These 4-blocks are used to process the decryption operation. The corresponding round key Ki from key generation is performed bitwise- XNOR operation with C_I [0:15] to generate the R_11 and lk1 in the left-hand side. Similarly with C_I [48:63] to generate the R_14 and rk1 in the right-hand side, respectively. The C_I [0:15] and C_I [48:63] are feed separately to S-Box function (SF) to generate the lf1 and rf1 as represented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Architecture of Encryption Module.

Fig. 4. Architecture of Decryption Module.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The proposed Lightweight encryption algorithm for secure IoT (LEA-SIoT) results are analyzed in the below section. The Proposed work is designed using Xilinx ISE 14.7 tool using Verilog-HDL language, and modelsim 6.5f is used for simulation. The proposed LEA-SIoT is prototyped and implemented on the Artix-7 FPGA Platform by considering Device-XC7A100T-3CSG324.

The LEA-SIoT simulation results are represented in Fig. 5. The global clock (clk) signal is activated with the positive edge along with active low reset (rst). Set the 64-bit data input (Plain_text) to 64’haaaa_bbbb_cccc_dddd and 64-bit key input (key_in) to 64’haaaa_aaaa_aaaa_aaaa. As per Encryption and decryption process, 64-bit Encryption output
The integration of both Encryption and decryption are instantiated as a single module named as LEA-SIoT is synthesized and after a place and route operation, the hardware resource utilization in terms of area, time, power and speed are summarized in Table IV. The LEA-SIoT utilizes less chip area in terms of 211 slice registers, 1578 Slice LUT’s and 200 LUT-FF pairs on FPGA. The LEA-SIoT operated a maximum frequency of 249.457 MHz with a minimum period of 4.009ns on Artix-7 FPGA. The power consumption report is generated using the X-Power analyzer tool with FPGA system frequency of 100 MHz. The LEA-SIoT consumes the 0.249W total power with the inclusion of 0.167W dynamic power.

The proposed LEA-SIoT (only Encryption) is compared concerning previous security algorithms like AES, RSA and 3DES [19] in terms of performance parameters like Area (Slice LUTs) and Power (mWatts) at 10 MHz frequency are tabulated in Table V. The performance parameter results are analyzed on the Zynq 7000 series FPGA with device XC7Z020 for all the security algorithms.

![Simulation Results of LEA-SIoT](image)

**TABLE V. SHOWS THE ENHANCEMENT OF AREA OVERHEAD (LUTs)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Area (LUTs)</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>FPGA Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AES [19]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>XC7Z020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA [19]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1178</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>XC7Z020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DES [19]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>XC7Z020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Work</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>XC7Z020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed design improves the area overhead (LUTs) around 10.49 % than AES, 25.56 % than RSA, and 26.28% than 3DES. The power consumption improved over around 48.37 % than AES, and 50.19% than RSA at constant frequency 10 MHz (shown in Table V).

**IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

The new Lightweight encryption algorithm (LEA) for the secured Internet of things (SIoT) is designed and implemented on Artix7 FPGA. The LEA-SIoT is a hybrid approach with Feistel networks and Substitution-permutation Network (SPN), for encryption/decryption. The LEA-SIoT reduces the computational and hardware complexity in IoT applications by executing the encryption/decryption and key generation process parallelly with pipeline architecture. The LEA-SIoT is simulated and synthesized on the Xilinx platform. The LEA-SIoT resource constraints like Area, time, Power, and speed utilizations are tabulated. The proposed algorithm for Secure IoT systems operate at 7.989 Gbps on Artix-7 FPGA and consume less power of 0.249W. The LEA-SIoT is compared with other security algorithms with improvements in the area (LUTs) and Power. The proposed LEA-SIoT (Encryption) model improves around 10.49% in Area and 48.37% in Power consumption than AES security algorithm. In the future, increase the number of encryption/decryption along with key generation rounds to strengthen the security with chip optimization, which suits in real-time IoT applications.
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